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Greek-English Lexicon 
 
Greek words are listed alphabetically by base. Thus, κατα/λυ/ is found under λυ/, not 
κατα/. The unconventional letters ϝ and J are included in bases, but they do not influence 
the alphabetization. For instance, ϝέργο/ is listed as if it begins with ε.  
 
Following the base is the definition—or, more commonly, set of definitions. Where 
available, cognates and loanwords are provided in parentheses after the definition. These 
help make connections between Ancient Greek and English. Words borrowed directly 
from Ancient Greek are listed first. Ital. before the word means that it comes from a 
cognate in an Italic language (Latin or a Romance language). Germ. before a word means 
that it is the cognate in a Germanic language (usually English). For the distinction 
between cognate and loanword, see Lesson 1.  
 
Final forms of words provided in standard dictionaries are listed below bases. Together, 
these forms are called the word’s dictionary entry. For verbs, the dictionary entry is its 
six principal parts (see Lesson 46). For nouns, it is the nominative singular, genitive 
singular, and gender. For the format of dictionary entries of adjectives, see Lesson 27. 
 
The default dialect of this lexicon is Ionic. When a final form is different in Attic, it is 
listed after a slash in bold. For instance:  
 
ἔθνεσ/, τό   group of people, nation (ethnography, ethnic) 
    ἔθνος, ἔθνεος/ἔθνους, τό 
 
ἔθνεος is the genitive singular of ἔθνέσ/ in Ionic. ἔθνους is the form found in Attic. 
 
Not every verb base has all six principal parts. Sometimes this is because the word 
simply cannot be used in that form. For instance, ἐλθ/, “go, come,” cannot be passive. 
Other times it is because the form never appears in extant Greek, though we could 
predict it. This is particularly true of the perfect active.  
 
The principal parts provided should not be considered an exhaustive list of all 
permutations of that base. Rather, they provide standard forms of the word. By studying 
them in light of the base, the user will see the regularity of Greek verb formation.  
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As far as possible, bases with a shared etymology are grouped together. For instance, 
λόγο/ is found under λεγ/ and σώφρον/ under φρονε/. Cross references direct the user 
to the correct base. The intention is that the user see the semantic range of bases and 
learn vocabulary in reference to related words.  
 
D after a verb base means that it is deponent. M before a definition indicates that it is the 
meaning when the verb is used in the middle. When a principal part is absent, it is 
marked by ———. When a principal part is supplied by another base, the form is given 
between square brackets, as in: αἱρέω, αἱρήσω, [εἷλον], ᾕρηκα, ᾕρημαι, ᾑρέθην.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


